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Tyler to Acquire Socrata
Acquisition to accelerate Connected 
Communities™ vision through innovative 
data and insights cloud offering

+
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Why is Tyler acquiring Socrata?
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Since Tyler Technologies began focusing exclusively on public sector software solutions in the late 1990s, we have 
maintained a reputation for seeking best-of-breed companies and products that complement our current offerings and 
support our growth objectives. This acquisition is a continuation of this long-term strategy.

Leveraging Socrata’s technology will mean a huge step forward in realizing our Connected Communities vision. By 
offering Socrata within virtually every Tyler product area, our clients will have the opportunity to make their existing data
discoverable, usable and actionable, but more importantly, potentially include data from other agencies and jurisdictions to 
make analysis even more powerful and meaningful. We plan to invest in and support Socrata’s products and users in 
the consistent way we have supported and developed our long list of successful acquisitions. 

Our companies share a similar mission: where Tyler is transforming state and local government to create safer, smarter, 
and more vibrant communities, Socrata is “unleashing the power of government data to improve society.”

Why is Tyler acquiring Socrata?
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Transforming government to create safer, 
smarter, and more vibrant communities

Unleashing the power of government 
data to improve society

Tyler and 
Socrata have a 

similar mission
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Benefits to Tyler
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Socrata’s solutions are a direct complement to our current offerings, and will provide a new and important additional 
revenue stream. With a robust cloud-based data management platform and a suite of data contextualization applications, 
Tyler enters the national discussion on Big Data and the challenges faced by governments in a significant way. 

Tyler’s current products offer dashboards and analytics; however, Socrata takes data analysis to the next level, 
bringing together data from a variety of systems so that non-technical users, including citizens, can make sense of data. For 
example, officials could see how permitting affects housing affordability, or government staff visiting properties could view
an analysis of crime statistics, 311 data, tax information and more to determine the safety of an area and how best to 
engage with a property owner.

Tyler will also add a roster of marquee Tier 0 and Tier 1 Socrata clients, such as the cities of Dallas, New York, and 
Los Angeles, the Michigan State Budget Office, the Utah Department of Transportation, and general administration offices 
for several states, including Texas, New York, Illinois, and Pennsylvania.

Benefits to Tyler
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Socrata has strong visibility and brand awareness today

It’s business as usual in these markets

Added opportunity to bring awareness to the Tyler brand

TIER
0-1
MARKETS
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Socrata provides an opportunity to create secondary income streams
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Strengthening Tyler’s market position
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The addition of the Socrata data solution allows Tyler to position itself as the leader in open data and analytics 
solutions at all levels of government, in addition to its current position as the public sector software market leader. This 
capability will open doors to higher levels of government officials, reaching more large jurisdiction CIOs, innovation officers,
and municipal leaders, and will strengthen our Connected Communities vision. 

Many current Tyler products, such as Tyler Citizen Transparency, offer dashboards and analytic functions. These features 
are not likely to be replaced but will potentially continue to serve as entry points for our applications. Socrata may be 
offered for deeper, broader, and more valuable analytics, and specific integrations and go-to-market strategies will be 
developed to complement Tyler’s offerings.

Strengthening Tyler’s market position
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Benefits to clients
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Socrata brings equal, if not greater, value for the public sector in operational benefits, giving departments a 360-degree 
view of locations in the community and a 360-degree view of citizen engagement with government. 

We envision that our essential Tyler applications will eventually become Socrata-enabled out of the box, making these 
applications richer and more valuable to our clients. This is good news for both companies, but especially for clients who 
are challenged by managing, sharing and analyzing data effectively. 

Adding a market-leading data management offering to Tyler’s strong portfolio of products will help clients make 
data-driven decisions, operate more efficiently, and share insights with citizens. We believe that our combined 
offering will create a unique opportunity to put data at the heart of every government program and enable government 
employees to use that data to improve program outcomes at the local, county and statewide levels.

Benefits to clients
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Performance Analytics
and Accountability

Open Data and 
Citizen Engagements

Financial 
Insights

+
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About Socrata
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Socrata is the industry leader in open data and data-as-a-service solutions for government, providing cloud-
based data integration, visualization, analysis, and reporting solutions that enable local governments to improve their 
performance, increase accountability, gain better financial insights, and extend citizen engagement.

Founded in 2007 by CEO Kevin Merritt; venture-backed 

Based in Seattle, Washington, with an additional office in Washington, D.C. 

Clients include 21 federal agencies, 29 states, and more than 300 cities and counties, including clients in Europe

Approximately 150 employees

Revenues of approximately $25 million in its most recent fiscal year. The transaction will not be accretive to 
Tyler’s earnings in 2018.

About Socrata
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Socrata company highlights

Accelerated Innovation
Shipped major upgrades to 
data ingress, discovery, 
visualizations, asset 
management, system 
instrumentation

Infrastructure
Running 100% on AWS. 
Achieved FedRAMP Moderate 
ATO as of May 2017 

Ecosystem Growth
5+ billion API calls in 
2017, growing at 36% 
month over month. 

Revenue & Customer Growth
Strong client retention. 
Long-term customers 
expand year over year. 

Focus on Extensibility

Three new APIs: 
Discovery 
Goal/KPI Management
Data Visualization 

Higher-Value Engagements

Michigan: Statewide 
Public Finance

Utah DOT: self-service 
employee access

Modern Consumption
100% of Socrata’s new 
consumption experiences are 
mobile-responsive, SEO 
optimized and backed by 
machine learning

Codifying Customer Success

After 500+ engagements, 
mapped out success into a 
repeatable methodology - the 
Socrata Blueprint™
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Leadership Team

Kevin Merritt
Chief Executive 
Officer
Founded Socrata in 
2007 Kevin sold his prior 
company to Microsoft in 
2005. He is a technologist 
and entrepreneur.

Saf Rabah
Chief Marketing &. 
Product Officer
Joined in 2010
Served previously as 
Socrata’s VP of Marketing 
and later VP of Product. 
Saf is a product visionary, 
category creator and go-
to-market strategist.

Dan Wassel
Chief Financial 
Officer
Joined in 2012
Dan was instrumental in 
closing our series B and C 
financing. He has 
extensive experience in 
SaaS metrics and data as 
a service. 

Matt Miszweski
Chief Revenue 
Officer

Joined in 2017
Matt led the public sector 
industry solutions groups 
at both Microsoft (2006-
2011) and Salesforce.com 
(2011-2014). A public 
servant, Matt served as 
CIO of the State of 
Wisconsin.

Franklin Williams
VP of Product 
Development
Joined in 2014
Franklin spent nine years at 
Microsoft before joining 
Socrata.  He was promoted 
to VP of Product 
Development in July 2016, 
leading Socrata’s 
engineering,  product 
management and UX teams.
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Socrata is the national leader in providing 
data-driven innovations to the public sector
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Visualize Analyze Understand Engage
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Socrata’s development focus
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Socrata is credited with creating and leading the open data category, which started with putting government 
data online and making it discoverable, consumable by citizens, and reusable (via APIs) by the developer community 
to build applications and digital services. The team at Socrata evolved that idea to include using data to manage 
performance programs, adding citizen dashboards and program KPIs to the open data portal. As programs matured, 
Socrata added a financial transparency suite of apps (Open Budget, Open Expenditures, and Open Payroll) to the 
portfolio of open data solutions. 

What's less visible in Socrata's implementations is the platform on which these products run. Socrata calls this its 
data-as-a-service platform, and it automates the flow of data from multiple source systems, syncs it to 
the cloud, secures it, and manages the entire data lifecycle including permissions, metadata management, 
usage stats, indexing, etc., exposing all the data operations, like search and query as uniform APIs. This is a major 
differentiator from competitors.

Socrata’s development focus
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In May, Socrata will launch an internal-facing version of their platform and product suite, called the Connected 
Government Cloud. It's focused entirely on enabling the government worker. The simple idea behind this is to give 
government employees (analysts, executives, program managers) self-service access to authoritative and 
up-to-date data from hundreds of systems, and empower them to use that data as information and insights 
about the performance, operational, and financial health of their programs. In that model, open data becomes a 
natural byproduct of internal use.

Upcoming innovation
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The opportunity
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Unlocking innovation and performance with liquid information

$5 trillion in economic value is locked in government data

“The key to progress for digital 
government maturity is a singular 
focus on the exclusive use of data
in designing and delivering 
government policies and services.”

- Gartner, 2015

$210B - $280B

$3,220T - $5,390T

TotalEducation Transportation Consumer Products Electricity Oil and gas Health care1 Consumer Finance

$300B - $450B
$240B - $510B

$340B -$580B

$520B - $1,470T

$720B - $920B
$890B - $1,180T

The values here are drawn from examples of 
open-data potential and are not a 
comprehensive sizing of potential value 
across the two sectors

Potential value in open data, $ billion  |   Source: McKinsey Global Institute analysis   |   1Includes US values only
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Getting data out of source systems, enriching it and getting it into the hands of internal & external stakeholders

1 data pipeline feeds 3 complementary value steams

Data-as-a-Service

Value to Citizens and Businesses

Value to Line-of-Business Employees

Value to Government IT

The 
Public

LOB 
Employees

IT
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Each step in the data enrichment pipeline offers incremental value to data

The right data, at the right time, in the right context

Internal, Network
and peer data

Data as a service Collaborative Contextualization Insights and Digital Services

Discovery Experience Exploration Experience Performance Reporting Socrata Pulse Storytelling Experience Apps and Ecosystem

Q: Where is the data to 
understand the extent of 
the problem and what are 
other cities doing?

Q: What are the patterns? 
By location and time of 
day?

Q: What KPIs should we 
track and how do we 
compare to our peers?

Q: Do we have real-time 
operational visibility?

Q: How do we 
communicate strategy 
and pass the new transit 
budget?

Q: Do commuters have 
access to real-time 
information?
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Enterprise cloud-based solutions for data-driven government

Focus on “Government 500”

The most important 
challenges and opportunities 
are in metropolitan areas

Top 250 US Cities*

Top 150 US Counties

All 50 States

50 Federal Agencies

Open Data & Performance 
Management as byproducts of 
using data internally

Start with self-service data 
access for operational visibility 
for government employees

Drive economies of data reuse 
– internally & externally 

Socrata Blueprint™

Major focus on education and 
support services as part of the 
Total Product experience

Well-defined maturity model, 
customer lifecycle model, and 
success methodology

Socrata Data Academy

Deliver Enterprise Solutions Trusted Advisor

* population >= 75k
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Solution overview
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Unlocking (de-siloing) and adding context to boost the value of data
The Socrata data-as-a-service platform architecture

RAW DATA VIRTUALIZATION, ENRICHMENT, ACCESS USE & VALUE

SOURCE DATA DATA CONTEXTUALIZATION APPLICATIONS

GIS SYSTEMS

APPLICATIONS

DATABASES

FILE SYSTEMS

SENSOR DATA

ANALYSIS & 
INNOVATION

PERFORMANCE & 
RESULTS

OPERATIONAL 
VISIBILITY

IN/OUT 
COMMUNICATION
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All powered by the secure, FedRAMP-compliant Socrata data-as-a-service cloud platform
An integrated suite of solutions 

Socrata Performance Data CloudSocrata Open Data Cloud

Socrata Public Finance Data Cloud Socrata Public Safety Data Cloud
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Performance 
Optimization

Map strategic 
outcomes to KPIs

Communicate and 
track progress

Analyze program 
performance

Financial 
Insights

Operational 
Intelligence

IMPROVE 
OUTCOMES 
WITH DATA

See and share trends and patterns

Identify problem areas 

Act on insights

Understand 
program’s financial 
health

Drive accountability

Allocate resources 
intelligently 

Open Data Open Performance Open Finance

BI CONSOLIDATION

DIGITAL SERVICES & CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT 

Connecting the platform to outcomes



Improving 
visibility and 
understanding 
of the data



Analyzing 
performance 
with outside data



Sharing and 
informing 
through open 
data
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Tyler Technologies (NYSE: TYL) is a leading provider of 
end-to-end information management solutions and 
services for local governments. Tyler partners with 
clients to empower the public sector-cities, counties, 
schools and other government entities – to become 
more efficient, more accessible and more responsive to 
the needs of their constituents.

Tyler’s client base includes more than 15,000 local 
government offices in all 50 states, Canada, the 
Caribbean, Australia, and other international locations.

Socrata is the market leader in making existing government 
data discoverable, usable, and actionable for government 
workers and the people they serve. Socrata provides a data-
as-a-service platform and cloud applications exclusively for 
city, county, state, and federal government organizations. 
Socrata delivers unprecedented, data-driven innovation and 
cost-savings by bringing together disparate systems and 
leveraging the cloud to dramatically enhance the effectiveness 
of government programs, to improve quality of life for 
residents, positively impact local economies, and achieve 
excellence in government operations.
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